Helping keep your crew clean so your worksite stays on track.

Portable Sanitation Solutions
As you manage through the COVID-19 crisis, United Rentals is available with portable sanitation solutions for your teams on the front lines. Our team of experts can help work with you to design tailored, rental-ready solutions for public safety officials, healthcare professionals and other essential organizations. Acknowledged as an essential organization ourselves, we understand how important it is to keep your crew safe and productive while keeping your costs down.

Hand Wash Stations
- 2 stations with multiple paper towel dispensers
- Hands-free water pump to allow fingertip to elbow washing
- Sealed water tank with added chlorine to ensure proper hygiene
- 20 gal fresh water and 22 gal waste water tanks which provide 300+ uses
- Height: 64.5” / Width: 25.94” / Depth: 19.1” / Weight: 66lbs

Hand Sanitizer Stands
- 2 station stand to provide immediate need for hand sanitation
- Sturdy design to prevent tipping
- Foam sanitizer prevents messy waste and increases usage
- 1600+ uses per dispenser
- Height: 52” / Width: 29.5” / Depth: 29.5”

Portable Restrooms
- Standard construction grade
- Enhanced (hand wash station inside)
- Deluxe (flushing and hand wash station inside)
- Disability & wheelchair accessible
- Hoistable/rooftop

Restroom Trailers
- Various sizes and configurations available
- Running water, flushing toilets, mirrors, lighting, HVAC
- Designated men’s and women’s
- Illuminated entry/exit
- Surround sound (AM/FM, USB, CD, AUX)

Fresh Water System
- Internal – 165 gallon
- External – 300 gallon

Holding Tanks
- 225 – gallon capacity

Additional Trailers
- Shower trailers
- Laundry trailers
- Combo trailers (shower & restroom)

If you need further information on how we can assist your emergency response needs, visit UnitedRentals.com/emergency-response
For information on how United Rentals is responding to the COVID-19 situation, visit UnitedRentals.com/covid19
Equipment and services are subject to availability